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It is simply laid out into five sections revolving around the Musical Theatre industry: Training, Auditioning, Rehearsing,
Performing, and Working. This made the whole book easy to read, although I feel that the 'Working' section is not as useful to me at
this stage, as it will be later on, so I didn't take as much from that section as I did the others/5.
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the brightest stars in musical theatre. Being in a West End or Broadway musical is the dream of thousands of talented performers.
Fascinating! A very fast read. Detailed and to the point. The authors make many recommendations "matter of factly" without
becoming preachy. Ms. Henshall's vivid accounting from the audition to . So You Want to be in Musicals. $ An insiders guide to
achieving that dream career by one of the brightest stars in musical theatre. Being in a West End or Broadway musical is the dream
of thousands of talented performers. But competition is intense and reaching the spotlight can often require a leap into the dark.
Thats so amazing! And you havent even finished this article yet! Bravo to you. Okay, so youve written a first draft. That means you
have a book and a score. That is amazing. Seriously, your first musical could be terrible, but you have a first draft and you should
absolutely celebrate. Why? Because musicals are hard to write even bad ones. Jun 14, Try to match the style of your audition piece
to the style of the musical you're auditioning for. There are different kinds of musicals. For example, RENT is a rock musical. If you
were auditioning for RENT, you would not want to sing a classical ballad or a country song. Keep with the theme%(37).
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